We present a systematic analysis in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (@CD) of large-momentum-transfer exclusive processes. Predictions are given for the scaling behavior, angular dependence, helicity structure, and normalization of elastic and inelastic form factors and large-angle exclusive scattering amplitudes for hadrons and photons. We prove that these reactions are dominated by quark and gluon subprocesses at short distances, and thus that the dimensional-counting rules for the power-law falloff of these amplitudes with momentum transfer are rigorous predictions of @CD, modulo calculable logarithmic corrections from the behavior of the hadronic wave functions at short distances. These anomalous-dimension corrections are determined by evolution equations for process-independent meson and baryon "distribution amplitudes" Si(x, ,g) which control the valence-quark distributions in high-momentum-transfer exclusive reactions. The analysis can be carried out systematically in powers of a, (Q'), the QCD running coupling constant. Although the calculations are most conveniently carried out using light-cone perturbation theory and the light-cone gauge, we also present a gauge-independent analysis and relate the distribution amplitude to a gauge-invariant Bethe-Salpeter amplitude.
I. INTRODUCTION In this paper we present a systematic analysis in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) of exclusive processes involving transfer of large momenta. The results lead to a comprehensive new range of rigorous predictions of perturbative QCD which test both the scaling and spin properties of quark and gluon interactions at large momentum as well as the detailed structure of hadronic wave functions at short distances. Predictions are possible for a huge number of experimentally accessible phenomena including the elastic and inelastic electromagnetic and weak form factors of hadrons, and, more generally, large-angle exclusive scattering reactions where the interacting particles can be either hadrons or photons. We confirm that the dimensional-counting rules' for the power-law falloff of these amplitudes at large momentum transfer are rigorous predictions of QCD, up to calculable powers of the running coupling constant &, (Q ) or (in@ /& ) . Angular depen- dence, helicity structure, relative and sometimes even the absolute normalization can be computed for all such processes.
A simple picture emerges from our analysis of these processes. For example, consider the proton's magnetic form factor Gtt(Q ) at large -q =Q . This is most easily understood in the infinite-momentum frame where the proton is initially moving along the z axis and then is struck by a highly virtual photon carrying large transverse momentum qj. =-q . The form factor is the amplitude for the composite hadron to absorb large transverge momentum while remaining intact. In effect, an intact" baryon can be pictured as three valence quarks, each carrying some fraction x; of the baryon's momentum(Q; tx, . = 1) and all moving roughly parallel with the hadron. As we shall see, the more complicated nonvalence Fock states in the proton (i. e. ,,g, . . . ) are unimportant as Q~. The form factor is then the product of three probability amplitudes: (a) the amplitude P for finding the three-quark valence state in the incoming proton; (b) the amplitude &" for this tluark state to scatter with the photon producing three quarks in the final state whose momenta are roughly collinear, ' and (c) the amplitude P* for this final quark state to reform into a hadron. Thus the magnetic form factor can be written [see Fig to quark line (via gluons) (To be precise, |)) is the Fourier transform of the positive-energy projection of the usual BetheSalpeter wave function evaluated at relative lightcone "times" z'=z +z =0. ) This amplitude is obviously process independent. 1t contains the essential physics of that part of the hadronic wave function which affects exclusive processes with large momentum transfer. The distribution amplitude is only weakly dependent on Q, and this dependence is completely specified by an evolution equation of the form (in leading order) a c. , (Q') Q', Q y(x"Q) =;, [dj] ) (x"y,)y(y"Q),
(1. 4) where V can be computed from a single-gluonexchange kernel. The An essential part of the derivation of these results is an analysis of the end-point behavior of the x; and y, integrations in Eq. (1.1), and especially of the region x;-1 or y&-l. As long as (1 -x,}»m/Q, we find that the distribution amplitude vanishes as p(x&, Q)-(l-x, )', with &(Q) &I as x]-1. This follows from a perturbative analysis of the x, -1 region coupled with the realization that e(Q)-2 as Q-~, which is a necessary consequence of the evolution equation (1. 4) . Con- sequently, P and P* vanish sufficiently quickly that the x"y; integrations are well behaved, at least for (1-x;)»m/Q. [In particular, the evolution of the amplitude eliminates any potential logarithmic singularities in the region 1» (1-x,) » m/Q. In Ref. 6 , it is argued that such singularities do occur resulting in an additional correction to T"of order o. ', (Q) In(Q/m)T"; however, this calculation neglects the effects due to the evolution of P occurring when higher-order corrections are properly included. ]
The region 1 -x, & m/Q must be analyzed separately. Contributions from this region were first discussed by Drell and Yan, and by West. They related the Q' dependence of these contributions to the x-1 behavior of the deep-inelastic structure function vW, . Taking vW2-(I-x)' as x-l, in accord (roughly) both with experiment and with naive theoretical expectations, the Drell-Yan-West connection implies a term in the form factor which falls as 1/Q -i.e. , just as in Eq. (1.6). However where the dependence on the longitudinal momenta x"y is implicit, and where d'" =-g""+(2l'1" +)t'1" )/y is the transverse polarization sum for the gluon in light-cone gauge (2l'&=& =0) with l = (y, li /y, 1)). The factor u(-li)y~d~"u(0) van ' dx, C)"(2, (kF) A'= y' dkJ 0 1 -x q2 477 u(x, k.) ", "u(x, k. ) y"u(1, 0), where C), = (n, -1)/2n, = f. Here again the leading effect of vertex and propagator corrections is included in &,(k). ) (Fig. 3) To facilitate this separation of hard from soft momenta, it is convenient to introduce a collinear proj ection operator which isolates the nonperturbative collinear region in two-particle reducible loops
The exact &-y form factor can now be written
where the general hard-scattering amplitude is defined as
with the external quark legs having zero ki (and thus on shell when ignoring quark masses). The quark distribution amplitude is "~d 2uỹ An exact evolution equation for P(x"Q) is derived by differentiating (3.6c) with respect to Q:
where y = (o',(Q )/4v)y~+ . Generalizing our earlier analysis, we can rewrite g(x"qi} in terms of P by combining the bound-state equation (A5) with Eqs. (3.5):
x4(y~, Q). Thus the general evolution equation is Q', ,y(x"Q)~, These are then suppressed by 1/Q or more and can be ignored.
As mentioned earlier, &f&(x"Q) can also be studied via' the renormalization group and the operatorproduct expansion of Tg (0) set of coupled equations where the matrix K is the completely irreducible kernel and S"" is the n-particle propagator (Fig. 9 ). In complete analogy to theanalysis just completed, we can define a projection operator which isolates the nonyerturbative region in the n-particle intermediate state. ' n-& )Se~(), , ')e(q-g~) . , (}. (3.11) We can then systematically reduce E~to the form E~= T~~" (P"-+T"'~&&j&",+ ' ' ' where the -hadronic distribution amplitudes, defined in analogy to (3.6c), satisfy evolution equations.
The fir st term in this series is precisely that described in the previous section. In light-cone 
where T contains all two-particle irreducible amplitudes for r*+qq-qq, and where the hard-scat-
)SK+ ]dp(Q") . GeV: (n,~z(ol~nO=(~o (ol~) =&z'lz" {0)lzo) .
The transition form factor E»» (Q ) at large Q 'can then be written in the form of Eq. (a) 2k=I»z -I»;=0 (for timelike photon: hq=-h2),
The second rule is easily derived from the first in the Breit frame. There the net change in the hadron's angular momentum along the direction of motion is h4. =-k& -h& ---2h, because the helicity is unchanged while the momentum is reversed. 
[dy] V(x"y,)g(y"Q}. nucleon is (4.12) r"=642', ' ', ( pe, T', (x"y,)
+(x, -y, ), (4.13a) where (particle 2 has opposite helicity)
where t"& and +2 correspond to helicity-conserving and helicity-flip parts of F", respectively (for large p, P'). e )) Fig. 14 The ratio G~"/G""=-1 at Qo for the 5-function distribution amplitude used in Fig. 14(a) . For comparison, note that in a theory with scalar or pseudoscalar gluons, diagrams in which the struck quark has antiparallel helicity vanish, Thus scalar QCD predicts a ratio G~/G""-e))/e)) = -3 independent of the distribution amplitude (assuming only symmetry under exchange x& x3}. (4.18 
Dq~--Dq~+ 0(X ) . 
Thus the leading contribution from this region is +& &x, Pc(x,)gfx, )P"(x,)Ps (x,)5R«(x"qi, ri), We can also apply the methods of this paper to the calculation of "high-twist" subprocesses in inclusive reactions, such as the C/Q terms in the meson longitudinal structure functions, ' ' powerlaw-suppressed terms in the baryon structure function, and subprocesses involving more than the minimal number of interacting fields in hightransver se-momentum r eactions. For each time-ordered graph, the rules of light--cone perturbation theory are the following.
(Rl) Assign a momentum k" to each line such that (a) k', ki are conserved at each vertex, and (b) k =m, ' i. e. , k =(ki +m )/k' and k, is on mass shell. is regulated by replacing I/I7 k-I7 k/((I7 k) +e').
Dependence on & cancels in the total amplitude for a process.
(R4) The gluon-fermion vertices are
The factors 1/(k') ', 1/(l')~are omitted for external fermions in a scattering amplitude.
(R5) The trigluon vertex is [ Fig. 30 (a) j
and the four-gluon vertex is [Fig. 80(b)] eo'(a"'g"" -a g"') .
Generally there are three independent ways of in- 
P+q -k k
This rule is ec(uivalent to treating the (external) virtual particle as an on-shell particle but with mass q rather than m (=0 in Fig. 32 ). where in perturbation theory E is the sum of all truncated, two-particle irreducible amplitudes as illustrated in Fig. 33(b Fig. 39 contributes to (Cla) to lowest order in a,(Q ) (assumed «1};an n-loop skeleton is suppressed by at least &,(Q )". Amplitudes for the remaining Fock states (qqg, . . . ) are analyzed in the same fashion. In each-case only the renormalized tree graph contributes to leading order in (2, (Q ).
In principle, one must also include states having additionalpairs (Fig. 40) 
This equation can be written more compactly as The variation of P(x, Q) as Q-~i s determined from Eqs. (C2), (C14), and (C15) by the behavior of the Bethe-Salpeter wave functions g'"'(k, r,) for large k&. and/or ri, [-O(Q) ]. We can analyze this behavior as we did F~(Q ) itself. For example, in leading order g(k) for ki large is given in terms of the distribution amplitudes 4 '""'~b y the diagrams in Figs. 43(a) and 43(b). As above, higher-order (collinear-irreducible) interactions are suppressed, here by o. ',(ki ) or more, and can be ignored [ Fig. 43(b) ]. The analogous series for g (k, 2) is illustrated in Fig. 43(c) to obtain an expression for P"(x,Q ) -g"(x, & ), as in Fig. 44 . Once more, the collinear Ward identity can be used to combine sets of diagrams (e.g. , Fig. 45 ), since only wave functions with longitudinally polarized gluons contribute. In this way the series pictured in Fig. 44 can be reduced to an integral equation for g"(x, Q) ( Fig. 46 ): Fig. 42 ) in terms of qqg" distribution amplitudes.
The structure of the complete distribution amplitude P is best understood by Fourier transforming to coordinate space. First, from definition (C2), the qqg" distribution amplitude can be written The two operators have the same collinear divergences (i. e. , as m-0), which must then be gauge invariant in each case. Since epA" =(ep/))Zp}v2'pA" is renormalized, the ultraviolet divergences of the operator is (C19) are the same as for TP)1). By including a factor dr (Q) in (C19), we guarantee that the Q variation of p(x, Q) is determined solely by the collinear singularities in leading order -i. e. , the anomalous dimension of p is zero and p is UV finite. Thus the evolution equation for (t) is gauge invariant, since the collinear singularities are invariant (up to negligible corrections of order m /Q ).
The ultraviolet structure of (C20) is quite different. Since the fields are not smeared, additional divergences come from the s integration (including linear UV divergences). Note that (t)(x, Q) is not simply the Fourier transform of a matrix element of the gauge-invariant operator (C20), as was assumed in Ref. 10 Fig. 44. [dx]p()(x,) y"*(x,) y "(x, ) =K"5"", 40 The only different is that here the matrix element is for forward scattering, unlike the nonforward matrix element in (C19). Thus the same anomalous dimensions control the asymptotic behavior of (C19) is defined so that V(x;, y, ) = V(y"x,).
For baryons, the eigenfunctions g"(x,) and the anomalous dimension z"appearing in Eq. Here particles 1 and 3 have helicity parallel to the hadron' s helicity h, and @pa equals 1 (0) when the helicity of particle 2 is antiparallel (parallel) to h-i. e. , ha2)) = 1 for~h~= -, ' baryons, while &a2a = 0 for~I~= -,.
Since U«&, -0 when i + j )m + n, the eigenfunctions are polynomials of degree M =m + n = 0, 1, 2, . . Table I .
APPENDIX E: SUDAKO V FORM FACTORS
Ln this appendix we review the featur es characterizing the doub 1e logarithm s appearing in the fre e-f ermion vertex function (i. e. , Sudakov form factor). Using Feynman gauge in an Abelian theory, the lowestorder correction to the vertex is ( t~Here we use the identity f& AC"S 2(x}= 2, n= 0, 2,~~2
2Note that (PQ is not a diagonal operator in transverse momentum (but is diagonal in longitudinal momentum).
It is, however, a true projection operator in that +Q 6Q +Q 23In general, d~= dg Q lu',~,(u')) and T(o.(Q')) =-P(o.) " 8 where Q2(8/BQ }n,(Q )=P(n,) and where y is the conventionally defined anomalous dimension for $(x)$(0). C. Bebek et al. , Phys. Rev. D 13, 25 (1976 Lett. 35, 1416 Lett. 35, (1975 .
Aside from an overall sign, the form (4.13b) for Tz also agrees with the x; -= T~result of I. G. Aznaurian et a/. , Phys. Lett. 908, 151 (1980) ; 928, 371 (E) (1980) . 
